Roller Blind Operation and Maintenance Guide
How to operate your Roller Blinds….
It is important to operate your Roller Blinds correctly to ensure you do not cause any unnecessary
damage or break your warranty terms and conditions.
Operation is simple and if you follow these simple rules your blinds should last well beyond their warranty
period.
Chain Operated Roller Blinds
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Always operate your Roller Blinds with the chain held in two hands
Make sure to hold the chain perpendicular or at a right angle to the blind.
Make sure that nothing has fallen near the blind and caused the bottom rail to become jammed.
Never force or put unnecessary pressure on your chain.
Keep an eye on what you are doing.
Your blinds are designed to stop at the top and bottom and have pre set position. If you force the
blind past these points you can do major damage to the chain clutch which will need replacing.

Motor Operated Roller Blinds
1. Motorised Roller Blinds are easy to operate it’s a simple press of the button and away they go.
2. If a power outage occurs make sure to watch as you operate your blinds as in some cases this
can cause the motors memory to be erased and Roller Blinds will move passed their pre
programmed stopping positions causing damage to the fabric and possibly your window frames.
3. Make sure that nothing has fallen near the blind and caused the bottom rail to become jammed
or obstructed before operating your Roller Blinds.
How to care and maintain for your Roller Blinds….
It is easy to take some simple steps to maintain your Roller Blind fabric. When cleaning any spills or dirty
finger prints make sure never to use any chemical cleaning products and only use a damp clean white
cloth.
It is best to try and clean a large area around the mark you are trying to remove as spot cleaning can
cause small faded spots in your fabric.
Dust your blinds regularly as the fabric rolls up on itself and any dust build up can end up spreading over
the entire blind.
Remember Should your blind start operating in a way that seem incorrect it is best to contact us
immediately as further damage maybe caused.

